Fast and versatile – the basixTOUCH

provides expanded capacity for inflation. With 35 atm pressure capability and 30 mL syringe volume, the basixTOUCH is ideal for any interventional lab using high pressure, large volume balloons. With wider threads and quick-release handle, the basixTOUCH offers rapid inflation and deflation to busy labs that need top efficiency.

With a precise digital pressure gauge

and digital timer, you don’t need to wonder how long an inflation was, or what pressure was obtained. The Blue Diamond digital inflation device offers an integrated digital gauge and timer, with the ability to record and recall prior inflation information. Ideal for ensuring precise inflation pressure and for tracking procedure data.

---

**Catalog #** | **Product Description (5 per box)**
--- | ---
IN8130 | BasixTOUCH
IN8112 | BasixTOUCH with Access-9
IN8152 | BasixTOUCH with AccessPLUS
IN8302 | BasixTOUCH with Honor
IN8352 | BasixTOUCH with Honor + Extension Tubing
IN8403 | BasixTOUCH with MBA

---

**Catalog #** | **Product Description (5 per box)**
--- | ---
IN7130 | Blue Diamond
IN7112 | Blue Diamond with Access-9
IN7152 | Blue Diamond with AccessPLUS
IN7352 | Blue Diamond with Honor + Extension Tubing
IN7403 | Blue Diamond with MBA
For 25 years, Merit Medical has been the market leader in inflation device technology. By working closely with clinicians, we are able to create innovative devices to meet the need for faster inflation, greater capacity, accuracy, and reliability. Our broad product portfolio offers a wide range of features and price options—analogue and digital, low and high pressure capacity—for inflation, deflation, and measurement of pressures in a variety of balloons and stents.

The gold standard inflation device for interventional balloon inflation—with over 10 million devices used worldwide, busy interventional labs can rely on the basixCOMPAK for their procedures. The basixCOMPAK offers 30 atm pressure and 20 ml volume and can be packaged with a wide variety of angioplasty kits and procedure packs.

**Catalog # | Product Description (5 per box)**
--- | ---
IN4130 | BasixCOMPAK
IN4230 | BasixCOMPAK with Access-9
IN4530 | BasixCOMPAK with AccessPLUS
IN4330 | BasixCOMPAK with Honor
IN4352 | BasixCOMPAK with Honor + Extension Tubing
IN4430 | BasixCOMPAK with MBA

**ANALOG INFLATION DEVICE**

**LARGE VOLUME ANALOG INFLATION DEVICE**

The BIG60 inflation device is designed to rapidly inflate and deflate large volume, low pressure balloons. With 60 ml fluid volume and a 12 atm pressure capability, the BIG60 is ideal for interventional practitioners that routinely use large volume interventional devices.

**Catalog # | Product Description (5 per box)**
--- | ---
ENDO–AN6012 | BIG60
Patients and medical staff want to reduce blood loss as much as possible.
In response, Merit Medical has developed a full line of hemostasis valves to minimize blood loss in interventional medicine, while supporting a wide array of procedures and devices. Merit Medical has been a market leader in the design and manufacture of hemostasis valves and has manufactured over 10 million valves to support the diverse needs of our users.

Access-9™
Premier large bore 9F device with standard Tuohy seal with fine pitch threads for rapid opening and closure.

AccessPLUS™
Premier large bore 9F device with specially designed Tuohy valve that improves wire grip.

DoublePlay™
Large bore double valve for kissing balloon procedures

Honor®
Small bore 7F device with push-pull bleedback mechanism. The Honor has an innovative triple-slit bleedback seal, and no Tuohy-style seal.

MBA™
Small bore device combines both the reliable Tuohy seal as well as a bleedback seal, providing operators with 2 hemostatic mechanisms.

Catalog # Access-9 Accessories
MAP111 Metal insertion tool
MAP112 Metal insertion tool, torque device

Catalog # AccessPLUS Accessories
MAP150 Standalone
MAP151 Metal insertion tool
MAP152 Metal insertion tool, torque device

Catalog # DoublePlay Accessories
MAP220 Metal insertion tool
MAP222 Metal insertion tool, torque device [2]

Catalog # Honor Accessories
MAP302 Metal insertion tool, torque device
MAP352 Plastic insertion tool, 20 cm bonded extension tubing, torque device
MAP353 Metal insertion tool, 50 cm bonded extension tubing, torque device

Catalog # MBA Accessories
MAP400 Standalone
MAP403 Metal insertion tool, torque device
MAP453 Metal insertion tool, 10 cm bonded extension tubing, torque device
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